
Name: Date:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Compound Noun: 
a new noun formed by combining 2
separate nouns together.

For example, 
FIRE + FIGHTER = FIREFIGHTER

What are

compound 

 nouns?

Write the missing second part of the compound nouns. Then
draw a line from each row to its matching picture.



Name: Date:
Circle the compound words.

bugspray

basketball
chopsticks

croissants

fireflies temperature
cheesecake

baseball

vitamins

jellyfish

Take a look at the pictures. Select the right compound words
from the above and write them next to the pictures. 



Wendy's           soap                  March                radio
Neptune           shrimp              Texas                 nurse
flamingo           Pacific Ocean   Netherlands     nephew

Common noun:   
any person, place, animal or thing. 

Name: Date:

Write the following nouns in the correct columns.

Common nouns                             Proper nouns

Proper noun: 
a particular person, place, animal or
thing. [must begin with a capital
letter]

What are

common nouns

and proper

nouns?



Name: Date:

Places

students          stapler           library            beavers 
skate rink         niece             leopards         bicycle
dandelions       doctors          jungle            chimpanzees

People

Animals

Things

Sort the following items by placing them in the right
boxes. Come up with 2 more examples for each box

Draw a line from
each picture to
the box they
belong to.



Name: Date:

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Proper nouns                         Common nouns

Look at the proper nouns on the left.  Follow the example to
write a common noun that corresponds to each proper noun. 

Elmer's

Kleenex

Switzerland

Wendy's

Starbucks

Hawaii

Manila

Share Tea

Honda

Saturday

High Street

April

glue



Name: Date:
Material nouns:
Material nouns are the names of
materials or substances used for creating
new things. They are elements found in
nature, animals, plants or they can be
man-made. 

I can make a cardboard plane.  

What are

material 

nouns?

Take a look at the following nouns. Circle the material nouns. Then
fill in the name of each picture using the correct material nouns. 

plasctic         rock              bamboo           cotton             meat            wood 

iron                wool              sand                milk                  bricks         marble



Name: Date:
Cross out the words that are not material nouns.

Animals

NaturePlants

Ipad              wool             laptop            iron            coffee shop       cotton

telephone    marble         Sahara Desert        meat          microphone 

Man-made

With the remaining material nouns above, place them in the
correct categories.

bamboo        grandma      plastic        fountain     meat        sweater

rock              pool               tree            gym             milk           Central Bank



Name: Date:
Create silly sentences using the picture clues. You must
include 1 compound noun, 1 proper noun and 1 material noun n
in each sentence.


